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Resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) was performed on desorbed Au, and the complete hyperfi
spectrum of both isomeric and ground states of the short lived184Au nucleus has been recorded
from the 5d106s 2S1y2 ! 5d106p 2P3y2 optical transition. The nuclear moments of both states and
the mean square charge radius changes were measured. The magnetic moments were determ
to bem

184g
I5  12.07s2dmN andm

184m
I2  11.44s2dmN and the spectroscopic quadrupole moments to be

Q
184g
s  14.65s26db and Q184m

s  11.90s16d b. A difference in the mean square charge radius
dkr2

c l184g,184m  20.036s3d fm2 was found. [S0031-9007(97)03992-6]

PACS numbers: 21.10.Ky, 21.10.Ft, 42.62.Fi
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Light gold isotopes belong to a mass region where dr
tic changes in the nuclear charge radius have been m
sured by laser spectroscopy. Such alterations have sh
alternating shape transitions and deformation chan
between neighboring isotopes. This was observed
mercury [1,2], gold [3–5], and to a lesser degree in pla
num isotopes [6,7]. Different deformations have al
been observed in the states of the same nucleus.
best example is185Hg where the large radius differenc
measured between its ground and isomeric state [8]
shown a prolate-oblate shape coexistence which was c
firmed later fromg-ray spectroscopic studies [9,10].

In this context, the doubly odd nucleus184Au with
its isomeric state at 68 keV excitation energy [11,12]
particularly interesting to investigate since it is locat
in the middle of this transitional region [13,14]: State
corresponding to prolate and oblate or triaxial shap
coexist in 183,185Au [9,15,16] and185Hg, while 183Pt is
prolate in all its low energy states [17–19]. Seve
nuclear spectroscopy studies were performed on184Au,
and it has been established that (i) a shape coexisten
excluded at low excitation energy [20], and (ii) the sp
and parity are51 for the ground state and21 for the
isomer with the following proton-neutronsp ≠ nd con-
figurations: ph

9
2 ≠ n

7
2 f514g and ph

9
2 ≠ n

1
2 f521g,

respectively [21]. Furthermore, calculations usin
0031-9007y97y79(12)y2213(4)$10.00
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rotor 1 one-quasiparticle and rotor1 two-quasiparticle
coupling models were performed on theN  105 iso-
tones 183Pt, 182Ir [22], 185Hg, and 184Au [23]. They
show that the relative energy location of the51 and 21

states suggests a deformation change, either betw
184Aug and184Aum or between184Au and its neighboring
isotopes. Therefore, the determination of the quadrup
moment in both isomer and ground states, as well
the change in the mean square charge radius betw
them, is crucial to fully characterize their nuclear shap
Moreover, a measurement of the magnetic mome
of the two states will allow a clear confirmation o
the p ≠ n configurations. In addition, thep ≠ n

coupling scheme can be defined from the quadrup
moment values.

In this Letter, we present optical measurements
184Au. The hyperfine structure is measured providin
the magneticA and electrostaticB hyperfine constants
of the levels involved in the atomic transition as we
as the isomeric shift. A is related to the magnetic
moment mI , and B to the spectroscopic quadrupol
momentQs. The isomeric shift, which is the displace
ment of the centers of gravity of the two hyperfine spe
tra, determines the mean square charge radius varia
dkr2

c l184g,184m. These measurements are particularly ch
lenging since gold beams are no longer available fro
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2213
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isotope separators and the half-lives of both states
relatively short (T1y2,m , 45 s andT1y2,g , 20 s [12,24]
or T1y2,m  28 s andT1y2,g  12 s [25]). We developed
the COMPLIS experimental setup [26] which consists
laser desorbing implanted atoms followed by a RIS (re
nance ionization spectroscopy) study.

The radioactive mercury isotopes are produced
sp, 3pxnd reactions on the ISOLDE lead target [27] wi
the 1 GeV CERN PS-booster proton beam. The io
are extracted at 60 kV and mass separated by the
resolution separator (HRS) of ISOLDE. They enter t
COMPLIS beam line, are slowed to 1 kV, and are th
deposited on the first atomic layers of a rotating graph
substrate. Then, the daughter gold atoms obtained
b1yEC decay are desorbed by a Nd:YAG laser a
selectively ionized by a set of two pulsed, tunable d
lasers. The use of pulsed laser desorption to genera
pulsed atomic beam synchronized to the ionizing la
pulses results in a large increase in sensitivity over R
on continuous atomic beams. The desorption lase
focused to a vertical line of 2 mm by 0.02 mm an
fired at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The first excitatio
step at 243 nms5d106s 2S1y2 ! 5d106p 2P3y2d, which
yields the spectroscopic information, is produced using
argon ion-pumped single-mode tunable dye laser. H
resolution may be achieved by injection locking a puls
dye laser to the frequency of the cw laser. This is done
adding a YAG-pumped dye cell to the cavity of a tunab
cw dye laser [28]. The pulses delivered by this syst
are frequency tripled in order to obtain the 243 nm U
wavelength. The ionization step at 300 nm is obtain
two
FIG. 1. Hyperfine spectrum of184Aug1m (the ground state lines have been magnified by a factor of 5). The
spectra above the experimental one have been calculated with the extracted hyperfine constantsA and B and the isomeric
shift Dn.
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by a frequency doubled commercial dye laser pump
by the same Nd:YAG laser. The resulting gold ions a
accelerated to 59 kV and magnetically separated from
light masses desorbed as ions. Finally, they are detec
by microchannel plates and mass identified by time
flight. The frequency scan over the hyperfine structur
of both isomer and ground state is carried out as follow
The Hg ions are collected during19.2 or 38.4 s. The
desorption of the gold atoms is then made over the en
collection spot on the slowly rotating target at a give
frequency step. After the desorption is complete, a n
cycle of implantation desorption is run at an advanc
frequency step (from 60 to 220 MHz further depending o
the resolution required). Whenever the laser frequen
corresponds to a hyperfine transition, the desorbed ato
are excited and ionized by the other fixed laser frequen
The number of counted ions at the detector is direc
proportional to the intensity of the hyperfine transition
The motion of the target, the firing of the laser, th
frequency scan, and the data acquisition are controlled
a multitask SUN workstation. The desorption paramete
(choice of the graphite target, power, and focusing of t
laser, etc.) and the ionization parameters were optimiz
with the use of a stable gold-beam injector linked to th
COMPLIS incident beam line. With this apparatus, th
efficiency was measured of about1025 with a resolution
of 300 MHz.

The measured hyperfine spectrum of184Aug1m is
shown in Fig. 1. Two widely spread groups can b
identified each with hyperfine lines clearly resolved.
order to distinguish the lines corresponding to the isom
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TABLE I. Isotope shift and mean square charge radius variation in184Au. 197Au is taken as the reference isotope. The value o
jkb2l1y2j s197Aud  0.113 is taken from the calculation of Möller and Nix [34].

dn197,A l197,A dkr2
c l197,A

A I (GHz) sfm2d sfm2d dkb2l197,A jkb2l1y2j

184g 5 2.81(30) 20.073s12d 20.064s12d 0.0524(11) 0.255(3)
184m 2 4.20(30) 20.106s12d 20.100s12d 0.0493(11) 0.249(3)
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from those connected to the ground state, we h
compared the hyperfine spectra obtained using19.2 and
38.4 s as collection time. Under these conditions, it c
be established from the184Au level scheme, obtained
from theb decay of184Hg [21,29], that the ratio between
the number of gold nuclei in its isomeric state an
its ground state varies from 45 (for19.2 s) to 22 (for
38.4 s). The ground state hyperfine spectrum can th
be clearly identified with two less intense groups of lin
compared to those of the isomer. For each state,
six lines were fitted leading to theA hyperfine constant
for the 2S1y2 atomic ground state and2P3y2 excited
state and theB hyperfine constant for the2P3y2 state as
well as the isomeric shift in the optical transition. W
also simultaneously recorded the hyperfine spectrum
the stable gold isotope in order to obtain the absol
position of the centers of gravity. The relative frequen
calibration was obtained by a Fabry-Pérot etalon.

The measured isotope shiftdnA,A0

between two iso-
topes of massA and A0 can be written as the sum o
the field shiftdn

A,A0

FS and the mass shiftdn
A,A0

MS [30]. For
the 243 nm line in Au,dn

197,184
MS  20.31s22d GHz is de-

duced from Ref. [31]. The field shift is related to th
change in the nuclear charge distribution viadn

A,A0

FS 
Fi ? lA,A0

, where lA,A0

is a nuclear quantity related to
the change in the nuclear charge radius [30]. The e
tronic factor F243 is obtained by a relativistic multicon
figuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculation [32]:F243 
242.73 GHzyfm2. From the measured isomeric shift i
184Au dn184g,184m  1.39s10d GHz,

dkr2
c l184g,184m  20.036s3d fm2.

The mean square deformation variationdkb2l can be
extracted via

dkr2lA,A0

 dkr2lA,A0

sph 1
5

4p
kr2lsphdkb2lA,A0

,

wheredkr2lsph andkr2lsph are calculated according to th
prescription of Myers and Schmidt [33]. This leads
dkb2l184g,184m  20.0031s2d. Table I and Fig. 2 show
the mean square charge radius variation of184Aug1m and
other gold isotopes [3,4,35]. The value ofdkr2

c l197,184

measured by Krönertet al. [35] is consistent with ours
for I  2. The spin was not yet known and thus the
report values fromdkr2

c l197,184  20.137 fm2 for I  3
to 20.22 fm2 for high spin values. Since our experime
and theirs used the same type of pulsed laser ion so
made from the decay of mercury isotopes, they could
have measured theI  5 ground state without having
e
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identified the isomeric state which is fed by almost a
of the radioactive decay.

For 197Au, the spectroscopic quadrupole momentQs 
0.547s16d b has been measured from a muonic x-ray e
periment [36]. We measured for this isotopeBs2P3y2d 
10.336s10d GHz which is in agreement with theB
factor measured by Goldmanet al. [37], jBs2P3y2dj 
0.328s2d GHz. With the measurement ofBs2P3y2d in
184Au we determined theQs values using

QssxAud 
BsxAud

Bs197Aud
Qss197Aud

and theBs197Aud from Ref. [37]. No Sternheimer correc
tion is needed due to the use of muonic data. To extr
the intrinsic quadrupole moment which gives the sign
the nuclear deformation, one has to knowK, the projec-
tion of the spinI on the symmetry axis; theQ0 and b

values (see Table II) have been deduced assuming a
symmetry withK  I . Concerning the isomer, we ob
served a small difference between the rms deformat
value extracted fromdkr2

c l and the deformation extracted
from Qs (see Table II). This can be explained by a sma
admixture ofK  1 s,8%d and K  2 components in
the isomeric wave function. Concerning the ground sta
kb2l1y2 andb are so close that a pure value ofK  5 can
be deduced.

The magnetic moments were extracted from the me
suredAs2S1y2d for both ground state and isomer using th
equation from Ref. [3],

mI  As2S1y2d sIy29.005dmN ,

and neglecting the hyperfine anomaly with respect to e
perimental uncertainties. ThemI obtained for the isomer

FIG. 2. Mean square charge radius variation measured in
gold isotopes (this work and Refs. [3,4,35]).
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TABLE II. Hyperfine constants and nuclear moments in184Au. The deformation parameter extracted from the quadrupole m
ment is compared to the rms deformation parameter extracted from thedkr2

c l.

As2S1y2d As2P3y2d Bs2P3y2d mI Qs Q0
A I (GHz) (GHz) (GHz) smN d (b) K (b) b jkb2l1y2j

184g 5 11.99(11) 0.053(12) 2.79(13) 12.07s2d 14.65s26d 5 18.06s45d 10.264s14d 0.255(3)
184m 2 20.92(24) 0.096(20) 1.14(9) 11.44s2d 11.90s16d 2 16.65s56d 10.221s17d 0.249(3)
r
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(see Table II) is in perfect agreement with that measu
by Krönertet al. [35], which is m

184
I  1.450s15dmN for

anI  2 spin value, and consistent with that of Ref. [24
which ism

184
I  1.30s28dmN . Since the51 and21 states

have almost pureK  5 andK  2 wave functions, they
correspond very likely to thep 3

2 f532g ≠ n
7
2 f514g and

the p
3
2 f532g ≠ n

1
2 f521g configurations, respectively

It is worth noting that theh9y2 proton, decoupled from the
core by the Coriolis force in183,185Au [9,15], becomes the
3y22f532g proton (h9y2 parentage) that is strongly couple
in 184Au. The magnetic moments may thus be estima
following the method given by Ekströmet al. [38]:

m 
K

I 1 1
sgKp Kp 1 gKn Kn 1 gRd .

The gKp
and gKn

factors were extracted from the mag
netic moments in the neighboring isotopes calculated
described in Ref. [39] but using a186Hg core constrained
to the b deformation close to that extracted from th
dkr2

c l measurements. For the isomer, we foundm
184m
I 

1.2mN for gsfree andm
184m
I  1.4mN for 0.6gsfree, which

are in agreement with the experimental valuem
184m
Iexp 

1.44s2dmN . For the ground state, we foundm
184g
I 

2.3mN for gsfree and m
184g
I  2.2mN for 0.6gsfree to be

compared withm
184g
Iexp  2.07s2dmN : The agreement is

also good. The experimental results are thus fairly w
reproduced by these calculations which strongly supp
the proposed configurations for both states. Figure
shows that the deformation of184Aum is similar to that
expected from measurements in183,185Au, while 184Aug

is slightly more deformed. However, more measureme
on the neighboring isotones are crucial in order to pla
the interpretation of the state inversion in184Au as due to
a deformation change on a strong basis.183Pt is a per-
fect candidate since the same neutron configurations
involved in both ground and isomeric states.

We wish to thank M. Ducourtieux, A. Ferro, and J.C
Potier for experimental help, as well as N. Barré and
Véron for the conception of the acquisition system.
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